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A result on the acoustic characteristics of the Mixture of Counter-phase
Counteract and Split-gas Rushing muffler
Shao Ying-li
Department of Statistics and Mathematics Inner Mongolia Finance and Economics
College Huhhot, P. R. China

Abstract. The exhaust noise, which falls into low-frequency noise, is the dominant noise source of a diesel engines
and tractors. The traditional exhaust silencers, which are normally constructed by combination of expansion chamber,
and perforated pipe or perforated board, are with high exhaust resistance, but poor noise reduction especially for the
low-frequency band noise. For this reason, a new theory of exhaust muffler of diesel engine based on counter-phase
counteracts has been proposed. The mathematical model and the corresponding experimental validation for the new
exhaust muffler based on this theory were performed

2 PRINCIPLE OF THE MUFFLER
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Exhaust noise, a kind of bump, is the main noise source
of diesel engines and tractors. Installing exhaust muffler
is the most direct and effective method to control the
exhaust noise [1]. But most of the traditional exhaust
mufflers are composed of expansion chamber, and
perforated pipe or perforated board [2], whose exhaust
resistance is rather great and whose function of noise
reduction is very poor, especially for the low frequency,
which is the major part of exhaust noise [3].
Pointing at the problem in the traditional mufflers of
diesel engines, the author puts forth a new theory of
exhaust silencer of diesel engine based on counter-phase
counteract and split-gas rushing . The dominant lowfrequency noise components are controlled by counteract
of two sound waves with counter-phases (180 ephase
difference), the other frequency-band noise is reduced by
lowering the exhaust gas flow rate thus lowering exhaust
noise. In addition, the author establishes a physics model
of counter-phase counteract, founds a mathematics
modelling on the basis of and analyses the acoustical
characteristics of the above-mentioned physics model,
deduces theoretical model of the transmission loss of the
new muffler, and founds the relationship between its
acoustic characteristics and the major parameters of
framework. Thereafter, according to the new theory,
taking the single-cylinder diesel engine of CG25 as the
sample model machine, the author designs an exhaust
muffler, and tests and verifies the new theory and the
theoretical analysis.

The principle of the new muffler is shown in Fig.1. The
muffler unit is mainly composed of a outer tube and an
inside tube. There are two round and opposite holes in the
inside tube, and the sizes of the two holes are same, and
the summation of the sectional areas of the two holes is
no less than the sectional area of the entrance of the
inside tube. With the help of the U-tubeˈthe exhaust
noise enters from the entrance, and counter-phase when it
enters the inside tube of the muffler, along the upper
passages and lower passages. In accordance with the
theory of sound radiation, the author can regard the two
opposite holes as the two plunger sound source, and due
to the reverse oscillation, the radiation capability of the
combined sound resource is reduced, so the author can
reach the aim of noise reduction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 Principle of the muffler using reversed-phase
cancelling

Analysis to the experimental results
The theoretical formula for transmission loss of the new
type muffler
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The author designs 3 series of data and name them as
Muffler TypeȤ , Muffler TypeĊ and Muffler Typeċ,
and their sizes are as the following:
Muffler TypeȤ : r=165mm, l=80mm;
Muffler TypeĊ: r=165mm, l=60mm;
Muffler Typeċ: r=56mm, l=80mm

Figure 4The time domain signal of the newĊat 2000r/min

Figure 2 The time domain signal of the newĉat 2000r/min

Figure 5The spectrum of the newĊ muffler at 2200r/min



Figure 3The spectrum of the newĉ muffler at 2200r/min

Figure 6The time domain signal of the newċat 2000r/min
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Figure 7 The spectrum of the newċ muffler at 2200r/min
Figure 10 The time domain signal of the blank pipe at
2000r/min

Figure 8 The time domain signal of the original muffler at
2000r/min
Figure 11 The time domain signal of the blank pipe at
2000r/min

Figure 9 The spectrum of the original muffler at 2200r/min

Figure 12The spectrum of the blank pipe at 2200r/min
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3 summary
Taking the single-cylinder diesel engine CG25 as the
experimental engine, the exhaust noise was measured and
its spectrum was analyzed. In order to accurately extract
the exhaust noise as the control target, the singular value
decomposition technique was utilized for decomposition
and reconstruction of the signal. Based on this, three new
mufflers with different parameters were designed and
manufactured. The sound level pressure dB(A), octaveband sound pressure level as well as detailed spectrum of
exhaust noise from the tested diesel engine with three
new mufflers were measured and analyzed respectively at
five different speeds. By comparing the results with that
without muffler and with the original muffler of the
engine, the new theory of muffler has been verified.
The tested results show that the insertion loss of three
new mufflers has all reached 7dB (A), more than 4dB (A)
improved compared to original muffler. The original
muffler can only reduce the high-frequency noise
components, it cannot reduce, even strengthen the noise
of frequency below 500 Hz, proved conventional muffler
with poor capacity of lowering the low-frequency noise
again. The new exhaust mufflers were obviously effective
in controlling the low-frequency exhaust noise, which
proved correctness of the new theory.
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